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Abstract: 

Health observance systems have speedily evolved recently, and good systems are 

projected towatch patient current health conditions, in our projected and enforced system, we 

have atendency to target observance the patient‟s vital sign, and his blood heat. supported last 

decadestatistics of medical records, death rates because of hypertensive cardiopathy, shows that 

thevital sign may be a crucial risk issue for arterial sclerosis and anemia heart diseases; 

therefore,preventive measures ought to be taken against high vital sign which give the flexibility 

to trace,race and save patient‟s life at applicable time is an important would like for humanity. 

the targetof this work is providing a good application for Real Time Health observance and 

trailing. Thesystem can track, trace, monitor patients and facilitate taking care of their health like 

parametersof Heartbeat, temperature and each condition is additionally we have a tendency to get 

associatedegree alert through sms and in emergency scenario the situation of the patient is 

additionallysend through sms, thus economical medical services may be provided at applicable 

time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In hospitals we should monitor the patient condition often. But the staff is not sufficient to track all the 

patients that‟s why they differentiate them based on priority or importance. This generally happens in 

everywhere. But due to this the patients caused to death, because their condition. It would change rapidly. 

We cant predict that. Here we are having solution. It monitor the patients health parameters every second. 

So that we can take immediate action and make him cure. And the data also be stored in web page. So its 
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easy to understand the patient condition. Here in this we are taking two parameters heartbeat and 

temperature.  

EXSISTING SYSTEM: 

Every one of these frameworks albeit very total is your situation, incorporate individual 

issueswith respect to the treatment of a few ailments that influence person in the financial and 

social. Is critical method to build up a far reaching arrangement where regardless of what sort of 

infection, hekind of check, the diverse units to be taken care of this can turn into a conceivable 

answer forconsecutive observing of these patients. In Olden days individuals need to keep up 

records of patientsindivisually on paper. Because of that necessity of laborers are expanded to 

keep up those all records.What's more, its opportunity taken process, patients were endured alot 

by sitting tight in the line for longtime. To evade these worries we concoct an answer. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

Presently a-days Healthcare Environment has progressed toward becoming innovation 

arranged.People are confronting an issue of unforeseen demise because of the reason of heart 

assault which is adirect result of absence of restorative consideration to persistent at opportune 

time. So we arecreating task to maintain a strategic distance from such sudden passing rates by 

utilizing Body HealthMonitoring. In this framework a patient will convey equipment having 

sensors, the sensors will detectthe body temperature and pulse of patient and these information is 

exchanged to web application bymeans of Gsm module. Framework has the cloud database 

which stores all data about patientswellbeing and the Doctors will recommend prescription 

utilizing this data put away on cloud. Gadgeteven it enables patient to move openly and can be 

checked constantly. The android telephone willcontain an application which will recognize the 

heart assault as per the got information separately andif any variations from the norm are 

discovered with respect to heart assault message will be send topatients specialist, relatives and 

clinics trough web. The message contains patients circumstance andarea (by means of GPS) to 

give critical therapeutic consideration. 
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Block Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: block diagram. 

 

About Lpc2148 Microprocessor: 

The LPC2148 microcontroller is an advanced one which is of ARM7 family. It‟s is 32-bit ARMTDMI  

having excellent features like 32kB to 512kB on chip flashmemory,8kB to 40kB static RAM, 10-bit 

ADC, 64-I/O pins, 32-bit Timers with external event counter, watch dog timer, Real time clock, 

EEPROM, 2-UART, 2-I2C busses, 1-SPI supports and  advanced processor which is works with 12MHz 

crystal frequency. 

 

 

Fig 2  ARM7  LPC 2148 Development Board  
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GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) 

 

Fig 3. GSM module 

 

GSM (Global System for Mobile interchanges) is a portable system, as a result of thisthat cell phones 

associate with it through endeavoring to discover cells in the promptly region.GSM systems work in 4 

particular recurrence levels.Itsa low-cost, to the network supplier, opportunity messagetransporter (SMS, 

in addition known as "printed content informing"), it diverse cellprerequisites also. Another preferred 

standpoint is that the standard comprises of one universalEmergency cellphone assortment, entangled for 

worldwide vacationers to associate withcrisis contributions without understanding the area crisis 

assortment. 

HEARTBEAT SENSOR : 

A device that can study the human pulse fee from a fingertip. The pulse charge inside theunit of beats per 

minute (BPM) might be displayed by way of a sixteen with the aid of 2 LCDdisplays. According to the 

National Institute of Health, the average resting heart rate for kids 10 years and older, and adults (along 

with seniors) is 60 - one hundred beats in step with minute. Well-skilled athletes is forty - 60 beats 

according to minute. So this device will imply a too high pulse as well. The sensor is in direct touch with 

a human finger (enter). It first includes a sensor which couldsense the blood move and convert it to 

electric signals. This will be followed by using a circuit foramplification and noise discount. The output 

of the sensor in this layout may be a actual-time analogvoltage sign that swings within a reasonable 

variety among zero V and Vcc = 5 V. The SensorModule can be placed on a PCB board for the final tool. 
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TEMPERATURE SENSOR: 

Temperature Sensor which converts temperature value into electric alerts. We used IC calledLM 35 as a 

temperature sensor. LM35 series sensors are precision integrated-circuit temperaturesensors whose output 

voltage is linearly proportional to the Celsius temperature. The LM35 calls forno outside calibration in 

view that it's far internally calibrated. . The LM35 does not require anyoutside calibration or trimming to 

offer common accuracies of ±1⁄4°C at room temperature and±three⁄4°C over a full −55 to +one hundred 

fifty°C temperature range.The LM35„s low output impedance, linear output, and particular inherent 

calibration makeinterfacing to readout or manipulate. It may be used with unmarriedstrength components, 

or with plus and minus substances.  

II. SOFTWARE DESIGN 

In this project we are using two softwares especially for compilation and for programming into controller, 

those are, 

1. Keil uVision-4. 

2 Flash magic Programmer. 

The Keil is an IDE Embedded c Programming. First we need to import all libraries then while creating an 

project should select required tools. After writing the source code we can compile and generate Hex file 

without difficulties. Its an user-friendly tool. we will program the Hex file  in microcontroller using flash 

magic software. 

 

III. WORKING DESCRIPTION 

The primary motto of mission is to avoid such surprising death rates by using the use ofBody Health 

Monitoring.. For that we preferred lpc2148 microcontroller to program. LiquidCrystal show moreover 

called LCD is pretty useful in presenting pc software but as fordebugging reason. The major 

commonplace shape of LCD provides a straightforward interfacemany of the controller & Associate in 

Nursing LCD. These LCD's square degree terribly easy tointerface with the controller. The usage of 

Temperature and Heartbeat sensors we gather thefacts of sufferers through internet of factors and 

maintain a web server for each indivisuals viagsm module. The machine acquire the records from sensors 

and upload into net. 
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RESULT 

The project “SMART REALTIME HEALTHCARE MONITORING AND TRACKING 

SYSTEM USING GSM AND GPRS TEECHNOGIES” has been successfully designed, tested and 

implemented successfully. Here we used various sensors and in last we finally got the result. 

 

 

 

Fig 4:hardware setup 
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CONCLUSION 

From this proposed gadget, it is finish that Wireless sensor generation is rising as a full-size detail of 

healthcare services. In this proposed system a cell physiological monitoring system is provided, that's 

capable of constantly display the patients coronary heart beat, blood pressure and different important 

parameters inside the hospital. The machine is capable of carry out a long-tem tracking on 

patientscondition and is equipped with an emergency rescue mechanism the use of net of things. 
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